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What & Why Differentiate?

What?

Differentiation is all the different ‘avenues’ we take to provide 

the best education for all students. 

Why? 

We differentiate instruction, materials, and such                      

for those struggling students to have equal access                   

and to meet them where they are. 



Yes for Notes!

Taking notes is a necessary part of most classes in school. 

Some may ask why?

1. To improve recall and understanding
2. Ensures active listening
3. Requires you to think while listening 
4. Help make connections between topics



Differentiated Notes 

➔We differentiate notes to benefit those kiddos who just 

cannot click with the ‘normal’ ways. 

➔ There are many ways that you already differentiate 

notes. For example, fill in the blank or lists. 

Awesome - keep doing those things! 

➔ I am going to share a few examples that                     

may help connect with different students. 



Picture Pair

❏ Focusing on 2-4 major points 

❏ Students (or the teacher!) are required to draw a picture 

that will help them remember the point. 

❏ For example: One major point from a novel might be the 

central idea. You can do 1 of 2 things: 
(1) have the students come up the central idea 

and draw a picture. 

(2) you give the central idea and the student                                                               

must draw the picture.



Example #1 - Hard Copy



Picture Pair

❏ A visual is provided to what was learned for those students 

who need to physical evidence

❏ You can assess what connections are being made  

❏ The important information is all on one page!



Objective Summary Template 

➢ Perfect for students who struggle with open-ended questions. 

➢ Provides students with a lot of structure. 

➢ Can be used for almost all content areas!

➢ Students must fill in the blanks with word given. 



Example #2 - Hard Copy



Flower Graphic Organizer 
Different Perspective & Utilized across all contents!

Reading: Characters in the 

middle and quotes in the 

pedals

Math: 

Add and Subtract Fractions in 

the middle and examples and

non-examples in the pedals

English: Independent and 

Dependent clause in the 

middle and examples in the 

pedals



Example #3 - Hard Copy



Example #4 - Semi-Completed Notes

This an extreme case! 

Some Examples: 

1. Providing notes that are completely filled in and requiring students to highlight 

sections that would be written otherwise. This could be scaffolded for less as 

the year progresses!  

2. Making sure there is a few boxes or examples written by you before hand. 

- legible and correct example to work off

- allows the student to keep pace 



Last Thoughts 

❖ Any questions?

❖ If there is anything else I can help with or create, please ask!

❖ Thank you for coming and I hope this helped


